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Dating Advice for Aries 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Oh, adventurous Aries, what a fun date you can be! Your zodiac sign is the master 
of adventure, risk, and spontaneity and thus, you tend to plan (or not plan...) some 
really awesome dates. That said, here's the catch, and here's where you could use 
a little romantic guidance... If you want to impress your date or turn a crush into a 
soulmate and a loving relationship, go the extra mile to make sure you're really 
reliable, taking care of the little things, and being ultra-communicative with your 
partner in crime. Not everyone loves surprises, and sometimes a little planning can 
go a long way. Let your sweetie know what they're getting themselves 
into before the date and be sure to follow up after with some thoughtful words. If 
you can follow this advice, you'll be sure to get that second date you're hoping for 
and possibly a healthy relationship for the long term. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Aries 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 
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Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality. 

Make no mistake, Aries, you are a firebrand, and when you want someone, they will 
know about it. As the first sign of the zodiac, you are highly aware of your own 
needs and desires when it comes to love, and you’ll not be shy about expressing 
them. Compromise? Mediation? Sharing? All foreign concepts to you, but you 
make up for it by treating each and every person like your absolute soulmate and 
carrying their flame until the bitter end. You’re a fighter, Aries, and it takes a lot for 
someone to push you away. Watch for that over-sensitivity to rejection, being a 
little too self-centered and self-absorption becoming a hindrance to true, long-
lasting love.  

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Since you’re always up for a challenge, Aries, being a part of a passionate, 
romantic long-distance love affair appeals to you. It allows you the opportunity to 
compete for your lover’s attention, and you’ll pull out all the stops in order to keep 
your sweetheart engaged. Being apart from your partner will keep things fresh and 
exciting when you do come together, which is exactly what you desire. Propelled 
by the fire in your heart, your temper can test even the most patient lover, 
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especially if you’re far away, so to make it work you’ll need to tame that flaming 
spirit a little. 

Why Aries Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Bold and brave Aries, you don’t beat around the bush when it comes to love. All 
you need to sway your heart is a heap of flaming passion and a partner willing to 
release all boundaries and bare his or her soul. You’re not one for romantic 
gestures and whispering of sweet nothings so your ideal soulmate is someone 
who will welcome your not-so-subtle ways. Aries tend to fall for lovers who 
balance out their sometimes-irrational impulsiveness while at the same time do 
not totally dampen their fiery passion. Aries, you crave some tender loving care 
and a love match who brings out your gentle side. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Aries? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Aries, you’re happiest when you’re the one in control of your relationship. Your 
zodiac sign does best when your competitive, energetic nature is allowed the 
freedom to reign. You tend to show your love mostly through physical affection or 
play-fighting. You are not one to slouch on a couch, so the healthiest relationship 
for you is with a partner who embraces that adventurous spirit and is content to 
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go along with your impulsiveness. Aries, you're a curious and passionate fire sign, 
you’re committed to keeping the intensity buzzing with your lover too. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Aries 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

As an active, ambitious, and self-assured individual, you’re a force to be reckoned 
with. Ruled by the courageous planet Mars, you pride yourself in your ability to 
chase and get what (and who) you want. While you’re assertive and extroverted in 
your declarations of love, you struggle with maintaining the heat of your passion. 
For an Aries personality, compatibility is linked with energy and inspiration. Go on 
an exciting adventure with your crush to bond over the thrill of unfamiliarity or take 
a dance class with your partner. Be your bold and daring self when it comes to 
planning dates. Anything that activates your competitive and energetic nature is 
likely to invigorate your relationship. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Aries 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
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worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

The truth is, whoever is between the sheets (or up the mountain, in the car, on 
kitchen table or in the shower) with you, is going to have the ride of their lives. The 
only requirement is that they keep up, and make sure the engine hot and revved, 
because you’re definitely coming back for seconds, and thirds, and fourths. Your 
zodiac sign, ruled by sex god Mars, is known for your endless libido and 
spontaneous, hot, sweaty sexual style. Poor bae has no idea, do they? They’re 
probably hiding in the cupboard, dressing in the dark and hoping you don’t set 
eyes on their luscious naked bods in case you pounce on them for the 15th time 
today. Maybe you should give them a few moments. Maybe a day. After that, they 
must know to be available for your lusty needs – rejection only makes you want 
them more. Also, do they do handstand sex? That could be a deal breaker if they’re 
not up for it. You’ve always wanted to try that one. Sorry, not sorry! 

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Aries? 

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
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influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Always ready to do what it takes to succeed, Aries, you know you’re in a toxic 
relationship when you find yourself doing far too much hard work to make your 
partner happy. Your zodiac sign hates to lose – at anything – so knowing when to 
admit defeat in a toxic love affair can be difficult for you, but if you find you’ve lost 
sight of yourself and your own needs, then it’s time to call it quits. Aries has a 
tendency to easily become unbalanced that can allow a lover to take advantage, 
and when you realize this, it will shake you to your core. You most likely will simply 
shut out the offending partner until it’s too late to salvage the relationship. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Aries 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   
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Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

They didn’t know what they had, Aries, and you have fought long and hard for too 
long already. Luckily, your zodiac sign moves on fast, and in the meantime, here 
are three useful tips to moving onward and upwards: 

1. Go back to gym/climbing/running/skydiving. Seriously – you love working 
out, and when it happens over a breakup, along with the crazy weight-loss 
that always comes with the end, you’ll be so hot and toned, and totally ready 
for your next fun-loving conquest in no time at all! 

2. Remind yourself how awesome you are. You really are, Aries. You’re brave, 
strong, and sexy, don’t forget that! 

3. Be patient. You will get over this, in like, a week, tops. It hurts now, but it’s a 
quick hurt that will soon pass and remember to be flirtatious! 

Dating Advice for Taurus 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Taurus – you can be so sweet, sensuous, and romantic. With Venus, the planet of 
love and beauty, as your planetary ruler, you sure know how to capture a crush. At 
the same time, your zodiac sign can get a little stuck in your ways... Bulls are known 
to be stubborn, and a good date must include an equal amount of flexibility and 
compromise. Start with the essentials - good food and a beautiful location, and 
then leave room for the rest to unfold. Ask your date what they like, listen, and let 
loose a little. Sometimes stepping outside of your comfort zone can lead to the 
most unexpected and sexy of times. If you can ease into the flow of your romantic 
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evening and let your date take the lead, you might be surprised by the fun you 
never knew you could have which will, in turn, lead to the healthy relationship 
you're seeking. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Taurus 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality. 

You were born to love and be loved, Taurus. Words that scare most people, such 
as commitment, marriage, and long-term relationship are the peanut butter to 
your jam, and you absolutely revel in the security and stability of long-lasting love. 
True, it takes time for your zodiac sign to really open up and allow change to come 
in the form of a relationship, and although you’re a deadly flirt, the right person will 
have to be persistent and patient to get to your stubborn little heart. Once given, 
it’s theirs forever and you’ll spend the rest of your materially luxurious lives 
watching reruns of your favorite shows whilst super-cuddling.   
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How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work 

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

In a long-distance relationship, Taurus, you are willing to put in the work it takes to 
make it succeed. Your innate strength of spirit means you’re not one to shy away 
from difficult situations. If you’re in a good space, your calm, stable nature will help 
you deal with the uncertainties that come with long-distance love. However, you’re 
a sensual soul, and you crave physical affection to feel loved, so you will have to 
find other ways to meet your physical needs. Scheduling regular connection 
sessions, preferably via video chats, will help you feel more secure and appease 
your sometimes possessive spirit. 

Why Taurus Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

You, Taurus will fall for a compatible partner who wines and dines you – your 
zodiac sign is all about romance and roses. Your personality is slow and steady, 
but definitely not boring, you are a sexy and sensual member of the zodiac. Rooted 
to the earth, you yearn for a partner who will bring a little more spontaneity and 
lightness to your life. You seek a crush who will inspire you to step out of your 
comfort zone and view your relationship for the long haul. You are easily hurt and 
slow to forgive, so you are best matched with a partner who is loyal and tender 
with your heart. You gain comfort from the predictability of relationships but still 
desire a mate who will add some spice to your twosome.  
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What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According to 
Taurus? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

There’s one word that expertly defines you, Taurus, and that’s sensual. You adore 
indulging yourself in the luxuries of life and like to slowly savor the pleasures of 
your relationship too. According to Astrology, your zodiac sign is happiest with a 
partner who lets you languor and takes the time to delight in the senses as you do. 
You especially love to wine and dine your sweetheart. Slow and steady in most 
things, you’re adept at keeping things hot and spicy in the bedroom too. 
Conversely, you’re a practical soul and you’re good at making things work. You 
appreciate a relationship in which each partner puts in equal effort. You notice the 
small stuff and you expect your partner to appreciate those little things too. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Taurus 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 
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As a Taurus, you’re an indulgent, patient, and sensuous lover. While sometimes 
lazy and hedonistic, these qualities of your personality can be expressed in a 
healthy and romantic manner. Whether it's cozying up with some popcorn to 
binge-watch Netflix or eating out at a restaurant with delicious food, you’re 
someone who wants to share the physical pleasures of life with your loved ones. 
Perhaps your desire for convention makes you a bit traditional, but that doesn’t 
mean you’re not up for new experiences. Try taking an intimate staycation with 
your partner or book a spa day for two. Spicing up your dating life can be as literal 
as adding a dash of heat to your favorite dish. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Taurus 

Oooh la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter…. 

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign.  

Are they ready for heaven? Does your love even know that they’ve hit the sexual 
jackpot? Tell them to do themselves a favor and throw a social media poll out 
there for the best zodiac sign to have sex with is. It’s you, Taurus. It will always be 
you. Your sensual, sexy deliciousness is a slow-burning fire, and boy, does it burn 
hot. Luscious and slow, you take your sweet time with your lover, stroking each and 
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every part of their body, smelling, touching and tasting. You’re not shy about your 
primality – in fact, you indulge it wholly and completely, to the point where a less 
body-comfortable babe might feel as if they've landed up in bed with a bit of an 
animal – in the very best sense. They’ll just have to be okay with all the sniffing and 
licking. Perhaps they may even like it. Perhaps they’ll return the favor, and perhaps 
– just perhaps – you’ll get to do that really nasty thing that you’ve always 
fantasized about.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Taurus?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

When you’re dissatisfied in a relationship, Taurus, it brings out the gloomy and 
malicious side of your personality. You’re especially put off by self-centeredness in 
a lover, and you’ll immediately shut your partner out if this occurs. Your zodiac 
sign's overly cautious nature makes you particularly fearful of commitment which 
can cause your partner to become suspicious of your intentions. When you’re in a 
vicious cycle of negativity, you may become short-tempered and possessive. As 
your focus is on outward appearances; however, you’ll still put on a show of being 
“happy” but, ultimately, Taurus, once it’s over in your heart, there’s not much your 
partner can do to change your mind. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Taurus 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
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always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

It’s rare for any relationship to end for you, Taurus, since you hate change, no 
matter how mean bae has been to you. However, if the improbable has come to 
an end, your greatest strength is going to be your patience to see the process 
through. In the meantime, here are some great tips to help you find your next 
romance:  

1. Eat. Lots. Food is your new girlfriend/boyfriend, Taurus, so indulge yourself. 
You’ll find a lot of comfort in a (beef or veggie) cheesy lasagna or the 
proverbial tub of ice cream. 

2. Go shopping. Nothing says joy to you as much as retail therapy, Taurus, so 
go out there and get yourself that snazzy new wardrobe. Haters gonna hate, 
so don’t hold back! 

3. Watch loads of Netflix. Lose yourself in a marathon binge of reruns of The Big 
Bang Theory, and watch time slip by. 
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Dating Advice for Gemini 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

You are the whiz of the zodiac when it comes to dating, Gemini. As an expert at 
flirting, a clever conversationalist, and a curious companion, you've pretty much 
got this whole dating thing down, right?! Well...yes, but we all have a few things we 
can practice when it comes to intimacy, romance and relationships. For you clever 
Air sign Gemini, it's time to start speaking your truth and this means really listening 
to your body and your heart, not just your mind. Sometimes it can be so easy for 
you to get what you think you want that you don't stop to consider whether it's truly 
what you want. Now's the time to check in with yourself and with your datebook to 
see who needs to go and who needs to stay. Pick lovers that truly make your heart 
sing—people you want to go on a second, third, and fourth date with. These are the 
crushes that have the most to teach you, and the sweeties who will lead the way to 
your deepest longings, desires, and truths. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Gemini 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 
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Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

For you, Gemini, the C-word (yes, that means commitment) is not your best friend 
when it comes to love and romance. Your zodiac sign likes variety, which means 
plenty of dating, uncounted hook-ups, and barrels of fun. Open relationships? Yes 
please? Three-ways? Any time. Flexibility and keeping things “casual” – this is gold 
for you. Boring people bore you, and complex, clever characters intrigue you. Yup, 
you like the crazy ones, because they’re the only people who can entertain you for 
longer than a couple of weeks. Be sensitive to those who need a little more 
reliability, Gemini, and realize that your flighty, free-spirited spontaneity may be 
seen as fickle. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work 

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Communication is especially important in a long-distance relationship and luckily 
for you, Gemini, this is where you shine. Your sharp, analytical mind will enable you 
to get to the root of any problems that may arise, and your natural charm and 
need to share everything will keep you emotionally close to your lover. You may 
struggle with the physical loneliness of faraway love. You also need a partner who 
is equally self-confident and light of heart and who will make time to 
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communicate with you regularly. Watch out – feeling insecure in your relationship 
may bring out your naughty twin side. 

Why Gemini Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Vibrant and clever Gemini, you love to fall in love with love; but sometimes you 
struggle to take your relationship to the next level. Your zodiac sign desires a love 
match who accepts your need for independence and lets you move slowly. You’re 
most compatible with a lover who understands your contrasting nature coupled 
with your need to please, which can come across as inauthentic to some. Once 
you do decide to take that final step and open your heart, there’s no stopping the 
expanse of your love and dedication. You aren’t afraid to determine your own 
unique style of relationship and are willing to push the boundaries in bed, 
bouncing between playing the leading role and being a docile participant. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Gemini? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Since Geminis are the gurus of communication, you’re not one to endure cold 
shoulders and passive-aggressive behavior for very long. Your zodiac air sign is 
happiest in a relationship with a partner who is willing and able to communicate 
on your level and who doesn’t shy away from healthy confrontation. Your zodiac 
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sign's honesty is your greatest gift in love – but you need a lover who reciprocates. 
You demonstrate your love by sharing about anything and everything and that’s 
what makes you feel intimate and connected. A good Gemini relationship is jam-
packed with cozy chats and fresh, fun dates; and you particularly love to plan 
activities – anything bright and bustling. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Gemini 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

Clever, intellectual, and versatile are just some of your Gemini personality traits. In 
romance, you’re likely to pick lovers who are dynamic communicators. When you 
find someone who can keep up with your curious and sociable nature, it’s a 
perfect match. While prone to mischief and agitated nerves, you make up for your 
volatility with your flexible and lively nature. You need to be stimulated in your 
relationship, whether that means discussing the movies and shows you watch with 
your partner, visiting art museums, or even learning a new language together. As 
the thinker of the zodiac, any cerebral activity that encourages the dexterity of 
your mind is likely to sustain passion in your relationship. 
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Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Gemini 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful, or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while your bae is frantically trying to locate your 
sweet spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances 
and intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

Bae better be ready for some serious experimentation. Boring sex is a no-go for 
your zodiac sign, and it doesn’t matter if it feels good – as long as it’s different and 
you can talk at the same time. The whole silk scarf in the mouth thing won’t work 
for you – you need to chatter away while your bodies are doing what they do, and 
the dirtier the talk, the better. In fact, the whole sexual experience, in your opinion, is 
about the mind, from that first sexy text, that first flirty message, to the actual 
meetup. Then, you have a conversation with all these naughty innuendos, turn 
each other’s minds on, and your body automatically follows. The next thing you 
know, you and your lover are saying all kinds of nasty things that your momma 
would wash your mouth out for, but who cares? The more outrageous they are, the 
better it is for you…and if your lover can’t bring themselves to be a little cray cray, 
well, then you may wave them bye-bye!  
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How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Gemini?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Your disproportionate desire to be constantly thrilled by life, Gemini, can lead to 
unwarranted dissatisfaction in your relationship. You are so easily bored and will 
blame your partner if things become dull. Even when you are completely 
committed to your sweetheart you enjoy a good flirt session, but when you are 
dissatisfied, you amplify the flirting to another level, which will quickly send your 
relationship into a dysfunctional downward spiral, especially if your lover is overly 
jealous. Gemini, your zodiac sign loves to verbally share with the one you love, so if 
you stop communicating, it’s a good sign that things are going downhill. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Gemini 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
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or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for love and 
affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

You couldn’t make the choice, could you, Gemini? Or you did and it backfired? Your 
zodiac sign does tend to get a bit picky and fickle, and even though you’ll find 
someone else in no time, here are a few tips to help you get there: 

1. Get onto Tinder, pronto. There’s nothing like a good text flirt to set things right 
in your dating world again. Flattering texts? Yes, please! 

2. Read loads of articles on how to get over a relationship. Information is power 
in a Gemini world, and the more you know, the quicker you’ll feel better. 

3. Talk about it. Get closure and understand why it ended – it’ll help you move 
on faster, as much as it may hurt to hear. 

Dating Advice for Cancer 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Dating can be difficult for you fragile, Water sign Cancer. Sometimes it can be 
exhausting to go on date after date with people who may not even care about 
you, or care to draw you out of your shell. Go easy on yourself and on your crushes. 
It may be helpful to remember to slow it down, and that you need not disclose all 
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your deepest emotional truths on the first date to remain emotionally available. 
There is a balance to be found here, so have faith. Try to lighten up a bit and let 
your great sense of humor lead the way. If you can remember that you don't owe 
anyone anything, in time, you'll begin to see who is worth showering in love, 
attention, and care and who might not be. If you can retain a strong sense of self-
empowerment and self-love, your dating life and overall relationships will be sure 
to flourish. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Cancer 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

Oh, Cancer. Love is the food of your soul and there’s nothing your zodiac sign 
adores more than a deep, delicious, spiritual connection with a soulmate. Sure, it 
takes time to get to your tender heart – you’ve been hurt more times than you can 
count, yet you still open up like a flower in full bloom when there’s a real 
opportunity for true love and romance. Flirting is nice, sure, but what you need is a 
soulful and meaningful relationship - forever and ever. Babies, marriage, 
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homemaking – all music to your finely tuned ears. Beware projecting imagined 
hurt onto your lover that has only happened in your mind, and don’t allow that 
feeling of inner fear of abandonment to cause you to become clingy. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work 

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Your craving for loving, stability, and comfort means you may struggle in a long-
distance relationship, Cancer; however, if you have a partner who is nevertheless 
able to deliver that sense of security you so desire, you can make it work. You need 
a lover who welcomes your big feelings that sometimes defy logic. As long as your 
intense emotional needs are met, your relationship can blossom. Luckily, you are a 
super-sensitive soul that enables you to empathize with your partner’s needs as 
well as your own, which is essential in long-distance love affairs. 

Why Cancer Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

What your zodiac sign seeks above all else in a relationship is emotional security. 
Comfort is at the top of a Cancer’s wish list, and you derive great pleasure from 
creating a soothing love nest for yourself and your beloved. Typical of your crab-
like nature, you tend to hide your true emotions and feelings and build barriers to 
love, so you are best suited to a relationship with a partner who has the patience 
to get under your shell. In return, Cancer, you are one of the most caring of the 
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zodiac signs and an expert listener. You are easily hurt, so you are most 
compatible with signs who possess sensitivity and tact. You don’t commit easily 
and struggle with intimacy, but once you truly give another your heart, you are 
theirs forever. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According to 
Cancer? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Cancer, your water sign empathy is your ultimate strength in a healthy zodiac 
match. When you’re satisfied in a relationship, it brings out your inherently caring 
and nurturing traits, and you’ll go the extra mile to look after the one you love. Your 
zodiac sign shows a partner how much you care by whipping up something 
delicious in the kitchen, made with an extra dash of love. You’re most content with 
a lover who appreciates your constant support and gentle affection – and 
someone who remembers to thank you for that love. You like to share the load of 
life’s worries with your partner and tend to take on your lover’s emotions too. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Cancer 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
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harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

The moon sways the tides of your heart, making you sensitive, imaginative, and 
conscientious of your lover’s emotions. Since you have a tendency to sulk in your 
moodiness, your Cancer Sun prefers a compatible match who understands your 
feelings. Your relationships thrive in domesticity, as you appreciate the romance of 
a home-cooked meal. Simply spending quality time with your partner is a joy, so 
it’s important to find activities that reflect this. It could mean working 
collaboratively on DIY projects to beautify your home, taking regular trips to the 
ocean or bodies of water, or going on long walks in the evenings. Anything that 
cultivates closeness with your partner will satisfy your desire for a genuine 
connection. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Cancer 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

For your sensitive zodiac sign, sex is paramount to babies and snuggling. Whatever 
happens between is all very well - sweet, sensual, tender, and all that, but it’s really 
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the snuggling you look forward to, and the possibility of a mini-you running around 
and calling you mama or dada. That’s just how it is for you crabs, and bae better 
be stocking up on protection if they don’t wanna be having a bun in the oven. In 
the process of making babies, you can be as kinky as anyone else, and you love to 
please your lover, just as long as it’s reciprocated. And beware if you’re not in the 
mood – hell ain’t’ hath no fury like a Cancer forced to have nooky when they’re 
feeling sad about their pet budgie who died five years ago.  Your sweetie better 
know how to make tea and wait for a better time, because when you’re in the 
mood, you are the sweetest, most spiritual, most connected, and sensual 
lovemaking machine around.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Cancer?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Cancer, your natural desire is to protect yourself. When your zodiac sign doesn’t 
feel safe within a relationship you are immediately on the defense, bringing out a 
side of you that is a little petty and insecure. You will lose interest if you feel your 
partner is no longer caring for you and meeting your needs, romantic or otherwise. 
Your conflict style is passive-aggressive rather than confrontational, so you will 
most likely avoid addressing the real issues unless you’re forced to. You loathe 
shallow connections; therefore, you should leave a relationship that you consider 
superficial in search of deep and soulful love. 
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How to Get Over a Relationship, Cancer 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 
It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged on Netflix until it 
comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a series is not the best solace for 
you to get over someone. Perhaps you need something else, but don’t know anything else but this 
“formula”. Some people bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under 
someone else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting or the 
flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and mourn. Who’s to say what 
works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

This is probably the worst thing to ever happen, ever. Your zodiac sign doesn’t take 
breakups very well at all, and it can feel like your heart has been cruelly wrenched 
from its chambers. You’ll carry the torch for years, but here are some ways to let go 
and make space for someone new, eventually: 

1. Cry. Just cry, Cancer. They say that salt-water cures all things – your tears, 
the ocean and sweat. Let those tears fall and release the grief. It’ll heal you in 
the long run. 

2. Watch a lot of Grey’s Anatomy. This will help the crying. 
3. Don’t go back. Seriously, just don’t – there’s nothing there for you and your 

real soulmate is still out there, promise. 
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Dating Advice for Leo 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Leos can have high expectations when it comes to dating. Although we all want 
and need love and attention, this can get a little extreme for fierce little zodiac sign 
lions. Make sure you give what you'd like to receive, both to yourself and to your 
sweetie. Not everyone will be able to see you in the way you'd like, and that's ok. Let 
someone go if they can't appreciate your specialness and let that be it - it needn't 
mean anything about you. Leo, you are a Fire sign after all, so if you can go into 
your dates and relationships feeling strong, empowered, and realistic about who 
you are - strengths and weaknesses - then you'll be able to have a lot more clarity 
about what's really going on between you and your crush and decide where to 
take it from there. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Leo 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
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looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

There is no doubt when you are in love, Leo. Your tail swishes and you radiate 
sunshine and warmth, purring satisfyingly like a cat that got all the cream. Even 
though your zodiac sign can play the dating game as well as anyone, you prefer a 
long-term commitment and are the most loyal sign of all the zodiac. It takes a 
great deal for your lover to let you down, although when they do, you will wash 
your hands clean and completely move on, however long that may take. Try not to 
make it all about you though – this can undo a romance faster than you can blink. 
Taking time to step outside of your own universe can do wonders for your 
relationships. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work 

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Since your zodiac sign thrives on attention and adoration, Leo, a long-distance 
relationship will only work if your partner stays committed to showering you with 
attentiveness. You are easily hurt if you don’t feel the warm glow of loving devotion 
constantly shining upon you. You do enjoy the melodrama and intrigue that 
accompanies some long-distance love though; as long as your needs are met 
and your ego is not bruised in the process, you can have a successful faraway 
romance. Your love for living life, being creative and enthusiastic will serve to 
inspire your other half when the loneliness gets too much to bear. 
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Why Leo Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

The most important thing to you Leo is to feel appreciated and admired in a 
relationship. You have a generous, forgiving heart that you bravely expose, but 
only if you feel appreciated and admired in return. Leo loves the ritual of romance 
and dating and seeks lovers who encourage extravagant gestures and bold acts 
of romance. You crave a partner who appreciates and honors your innate 
confidence, dignity, and unwavering loyalty. You have a lusty libido but are not 
necessarily easily intimate. Your sign doesn't welcome overwhelming and 
gratuitous affection but prefers a partner who is self-contained and regal. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Leo? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

If you’re a Leo in a mutually gratifying relationship, you’re most likely bursting with 
generosity and goodwill towards your sweetheart, and you’ll do almost anything to 
ensure your lover has everything his or her heart desires. Leo, when you start to 
become possessive over your mate, you know you’re falling in love. Your zodiac 
sign also likes to show love with public displays of affection and treat your partner 
like royalty. Your happiest love match is with a partner who embraces your natural 
strength and leadership qualities and who is not put out by you taking the lead. 
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Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Leo 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

As the fabulous lion of the zodiac, your love of drama doesn’t go unnoticed in love. 
You have an authoritative personality, and sometimes people perceive you as 
conceited or domineering. But your strong feelings reflect your big heart, and your 
partners are enamored by your flashy expressions of devotion. While the flame of 
your passion is long-lasting once you’re committed, your desire for constant 
reassurance sometimes hinders your compatibility with others and your ability to 
enjoy small pleasures. Don’t be afraid to let your hair down. Go dancing with your 
love, flirt with your crush without worrying about what’ll happen next, allow yourself 
to be bad at a new hobby that you and your partner are trying. Your natural charm 
is what makes your romantic life electric. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Leo 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  
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The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

Are there mirrors? Good. Your lover must know that they will be getting the sex of a 
lifetime, a performance to out-perform any previous lovers they have ever had. 
They’ll likely forget they ever had sex with anyone else before you came along and 
heated things up. And lord help them if they mention their previous experiences. 
Bae better know, there was really no one before you! Sure, you can be demanding, 
and you know what you want – and usually, you want a lot of it – but when your 
fire is stoked, you purr like the big cat you are, the cat who got all the cream (wink 
wink). Passion is a non-negotiable for you, and rejection cuts you to your very soul. 
Your lover needs to respond with affection and enthusiasm at your overtures, lest 
your sexual ego suffers a slow and painful death. There’s nothing worse than a Leo 
neglected or ignored, and there’s nothing quite as lovely and warm as a Leo 
worshipped and adored. They’ve been warned.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Leo?   

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  
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The flip side of your bold and loving lionesque qualities is an aggressive and 
dismissive Leo; beware any lover who disappoints you, you are quick to lash out 
when you feel slighted.  Also, if you’re feeling that your beloved is not giving you the 
ample attention and praise you deserve, you will quickly become frustrated. Your 
zodiac sign is not good at hiding your true feelings, so if you’re jealous or unhappy 
your partner and other people will definitely know about it. You love a chance to 
shine, so a sure sign that all is not well is if you start wanting to stay at home rather 
than splash your love around town. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Leo 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 
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First of all, it’s downright shocking that someone wouldn’t want to be with you, Leo. 
Are they insane? Do they even realize how much love you have to give? It’s their 
loss, anyway. Either way, here are some tips to help your zodiac sign move on: 

1. Don’t look for affirmation. At least, not from them. You don’t need to define 
your worth based on what someone else thinks of you. 

2. Get a new haircut. This will heal you like nothing else – taking care of your 
mane is the ultimate way to show the world you are totally over it and ready 
for someone new. 

3. Go dancing. Go shake your booty, Leo, preferably on a stage where everyone 
can see and admire you. 

Dating Advice for Virgo 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Okay, Virgo, not everyone is perfect, and they shouldn't have to be for you to at 
least consider going on a date with them. Perhaps it's time to lower your standards 
just a little and consider what it is that really matters to you in a potential crush or 
romantic partner. Sometimes it can be fun to go on a date with someone even if 
you feel like you know it will never work out. You might learn a lot about your Earth 
sign self and what you want this way. It does seem important that your soulmate 
be truly willing to look at their life and their traits and habits with honest and 
growth-oriented eyes, but as long as they are inclined towards self-knowledge 
and transformation, that's really the best we can do. Save the nit-picking and the 
constructive criticism, Virgo, for after you get to know the person and have a little 
more faith in humanity. You might find yourself surprised by someone and what 
they are capable of. 
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Have the Relationship You Want, Virgo 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

There’s a rumor going around that Virgo is one of those zodiac signs that is 
reserved and timid in public and wildcats in private. Is that you, Virgo? If so, what a 
lucky partner! Service and sacrifice are the languages of love in your life, and you’ll 
go out of your way to make your lover feel looked after. In your books, compatibility 
means a shared desire for security and stability, and being motivated to take care 
of each other. Sure, you can be critical, which can hurt your partner at times – so 
you do have to watch that sharp tongue. Yet beneath that judgement lies a heart 
of the purest gold that simply needs someone to recognize and love it. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work 

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
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and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Unfailingly trustworthy and astonishingly loyal, Virgos are ideal long-distance 
lovers. Uncertainty in a relationship can bring out your not-very-pretty jealous side, 
so you need lots of assurance of a lover’s commitment in order to trust, especially 
when you don’t see your partner often. You tend to get anxious when plans change 
and schedules get disrupted, but in a long-distance relationship, you’ll need to 
learn to go with the flow in order to make it succeed. Make use of your bright mind 
to come up with innovative ways to stay in tune with each other – play games 
together online, Skype each other while watching your Netflix series, or share a 

virtual bubble bath. 

Why Virgo Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Virgo, you are picky about whom and how you date and your reserved nature 
means you’d rather be alone than waste your time on meaningless encounters. 
Your sign enjoys dates that stimulate the intellect, and you place great value on 
good manners and integrity. You are attracted to partners who are clean and neat 
and who are constantly working on their self-development. You are most 
compatible with an easy-going, gentle lover. You love the anticipation of intimacy 
and are enticed by a good setup – candles, music, etc. Even though you Virgo may 
take a long time to open your heart and fall in love, once you do, it is quite 
spectacular. When you’re in love, Virgo, you’ll do anything to please your partner. 
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What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Virgo? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Virgo, you need to be needed, so a partner who relishes in your caring, devoted 
temperament is the answer to a healthy love match. Your zodiac earth sign values 
the stability of committed love and organizing your life and your love to benefit 
both you and your lover. According to Astrology, your sign is not the most 
expressive member of the zodiac when it comes to talking about your emotions, 
your partner should understand you prefer to convey your love in other ways. You 
favor thoughtful acts of service to show your support and love. You enjoy making a 
big deal of anniversaries and birthdays, and nothing will make your heart happier 
than getting something sentimental for your sweetheart. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Virgo 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 
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Having a Virgo personality means you’re analytical, practical, and precise in 
everything you do. While your Sun sign gives you an anxious disposition, you thrive 
when the details of your life are accounted for. Your idea of passion might not fit 
the stereotypical “head-over-heels” mold, as you’re more contained and 
thoughtful in your romantic endeavors. For you, spicing up your relationship 
compatibility is all in the details. Whether it looks like asking your partner to help 
you clean up after a romantic dinner or browsing the aisles of Target to find the 
perfect color-coordinated stickers for your planner, you need to make sure your 
life is in order before you allow yourself to be receptive to love. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Virgo 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

People don’t actually grasp how sexy you are, Virgo. What you put out to the world 
is most definitely not what you put out in the bedroom. Did you know that the 
majority of porn stars are Virgos? It’s true. You are a sexpot, but you know to keep it 
private for you and for whomever you choose to take into your bed. And, as an 
earth sign, you have the whole sensuality thing going for you, and you’re not 
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scared of tapping into your primal side. Yes, you’re a bit of an animal and nothing 
gets you going quite like messy (the only place you allow mess), smelly, sexy, tasty 
sex. Plus, you have the whole Virgin thing going for you as well, which only makes 
you that much more appealing. Everyone wants to marry the babe who seems all 
pure and sweet, but is naughty AF between the sheets – and you’ve got a brain to 
boot. You’re able to do the nasty and talk philosophy afterward, run errands, clean 
the house and make sure the fridge is full. Yes, you’re a keeper.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Virgo?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Being your naturally hyper-critical self towards your lover, Virgo, is in fact a sign of 
how deep your love flows. You are hardest on those you love the most. If your nit-
picking nature gets too much, however, it will push all but the most devoted lovers 
over the edge. An unhappy Virgo with an unchecked inner critic can quickly send a 
relationship to its ruin. You value stability and routine more than most other signs 
so, if things get too busy, or there are too many issues in your relationship, you 
become easily overwhelmed. You use distraction to deal with discontent. Once you 
reach this stage, nothing your partner does will please you. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Virgo 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
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always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t.  

Some quickly get under someone else or jump headfirst into a new long-term 
relationship. Others are into ghosting or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst 
the rest of us have to first grieve and mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

It’s not your fault, Virgo. Breakups are often not personal, so try not to turn inward, 
no one is perfect. You love a good list, so here are three tips you can add to help 
you get over a broken heart: 

1. Be kind to yourself. Turn that critical voice away and stop hurting yourself, 
realize you did everything you could, and take a gentler, less judgmental 
attitude towards yourself. 

2. Find a new routine. It’s likely bae messed up your day anyway, so take this 
time to make a new schedule for yourself, and discover the peace that lies 
here. 

3. Detox. Seriously, go on a juice fast and pretend the pounds you’re shedding 
is your relationship. You’ll feel and look loads better.  
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Dating Advice for Libra 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Yes, yes, yes...balance and harmony are important dear Libra, but for you, 
improving your dating life and relationships look like sticking to your guns a bit 
more. Who are you and what do you want and need from a crush, sweetie, or 
soulmate? Even though it's easy for your zodiac sign to make your date 
comfortable and to give them exactly what they desire, it's time you start asking 
for what you need. In order to do this, you have to get clear with yourself first and 
not get so absorbed by your crushes and their interests.  It's ok to express curiosity 
towards your crush, Libra, and what they like, but if you're planning a date, make it 
a goal to figure out what you'd like to do and to lead the way a little. In the long run, 
this type of forwardness will lead you to a more invigorating and fulfilling romantic 
life with people who you are actually compatible with. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Libra 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
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information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality. 

Libra is the zodiac sign of the quintessential lover. You really are the perfect partner 
– diplomacy, tact and sharing are your strongest traits, and there is nothing you 
wouldn’t do for your relationship. However, it will take quite a few flirts, crushes and 
passionate hook-ups for you to find “The One” who meets your sometimes higher-
than-high expectations. You expect a soulmate, partner, lover, friend, therapist, 
partner in crime, doctor, and who knows what else all rolled into one, so do go 
lightly on them, Libra. No one can really be that perfect in real life. Be careful of a 
partner who doesn’t understand your emotions, natural flirtatiousness and desire 
to be loved by everyone, which can arouse powerful jealousy in the more 
possessive types. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Ruled by Venus, your zodiac sign is all about love and partnership. Your intuitive 
ability to maintain balance in all aspects of life means you’re able to give your 
relationship the time and attention it needs to flourish. Your intense dislike of 
confrontation coupled with your desire to keep the peace may prove a problem 
when it comes to voicing any dissatisfaction with your relationship. You need a 
long-distance partner who encourages you to speak your truth. Your 
indecisiveness may create problems in setting up a schedule in order to stay 
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connected; it may even cause you to stay in a relationship that does not bring you 
joy simply because you can’t decide whether you should leave. 

Why Libra Fall in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Soft-hearted and affectionate, Libra seeks a partner who brings harmony and 
balance to a relationship. Libra, you wear your heart on your sleeve and attract 
lovers who desire a direct approach to love. Your sign is most impressed by witty 
conversation and loves to flirt with a sharp mind. For the most well-mannered kid 
in the room, you need a partner who has the confidence to let you roam free. Your 
social nature means you crave companionship, but you can take a long time to 
commit to that special someone. When you fall in love, it will be with a partner who 
doesn’t take advantage of your natural niceness and pushes you towards being 
more independent and self-aware. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Libra? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

You feel most balanced, Libra when you’re a member of a partnership. And a good 
partnership for you is one that’s harmonious and peaceful. As an idealist, you 
covet that picture-perfect relationship, so your best connection is with someone 
who indulges that dream. In turn, your zodiac sign expresses love by spending all 
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your free time with your lover. Libra, when you’re in a compatible match, your 
partner will be secure enough to get that you’re a social butterfly and that you 
ooze natural charm, and give you the space, knowing that they will always be the 
center of your world. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Libra 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

Gracious, artistic, and kind, your Libra traits gift you with natural ease in all matters 
of love. As the peacemaker of the zodiac, your idea of romance prioritizes 
harmony. Your most compatible relationship will also be pleasingly artistic. 
Whether it means dressing to the nines for your date at the art museum or sharing 
a cocktail while gazing at a city skyline, every romantic situation you crave reflects 
your passion for beauty. While this could make you a bit frivolous, you have a 
knack for smoothing over even the bumpiest interactions. Stimulating your 
romantic life means creating experiences that mirror your charming allure, such 
as attending the ballet, watching a film at the art cinema, or something as simple 
as having a picnic during golden hour. 
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Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Libra 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

For most of you, romance is totally a thing prior to the whole sexual experience. 
You wanna feel adored and sexy, and your lover needs to take you to town and 
make you feel like the god or goddess you are. Not that you’ll turn down casual sex 
if you feel like a bit of worshipping. The truth is, Libra, people are always going to 
wanna do the dirty with you – you’ve got this whole “touch me, don’t touch me” 
thing going on, and everybody wants a piece of that. Even when you’re committed 
– which is most of the time – you ooze sexiness like an overflowing honeypot, and 
the bees buzz around like crazy trying to steal a taste. When you do get into the 
bedroom (an artfully decorated, pretty place – nasty dumpster sex will never fly 
with you), you want a lover who equally reciprocates all you have to give. You’ll 
please, sure, but you need someone who’s going to match what you’re giving. If 
not, you’ll (painfully) let go and find someone who deserves all your sexy treats 
(which includes a lot of lingerie and whipping cream).  
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How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Libra?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Libra, even though you have a tendency to become a workaholic when you feel 
unhinged, you are often not prepared to put that kind of work into your love 
relationship. You tend to throw in the towel when things get difficult and can be too 
quick to move on. As a lover of all things bright and beautiful, you can find it 
almost impossible to face the ugly side of a love affair. You struggle, Libra, to 
accept that your love is not perfect, and you will turn your focus to something, or 
someone, else when you’re not happy with your beloved. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Libra 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
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or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

This is hard for you, Libra. It’s common knowledge how much your astrology sign 
gives to your romance, and how you thrive on love. It’s also confusing as to why 
this even happened, you were so happy, right? Here are three ways to get the love 
you want after a painful split: 

1. Flirt your face off. This is guaranteed going to make you feel better. Once you 
see how easy it is to get another lover, you won’t nurse your breakup for too 
long. 

2. Revamp your look. Whether this is your wardrobe, your hair, or getting some 
work done, tending to your appearance will make you feel like a million 
dollars. 

3. Find out “why”. You’re not scared of that conversation, because, in the end, 
it’ll help you understand how to better do relationships from that point 
onward. 

Dating Advice for Scorpio 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 
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Not everything has to be so intense, Scorpio. Your zodiac sign tends to demand a 
lot from a romantic interest and relationships in general, and this is admirable and 
sexy in many ways... but for the sake of your sanity, and your crush's sanity, maybe 
test out turning it down a notch. This doesn't mean that you can't eventually take it 
there—to that dark, mysterious, and secretive place—but you don't have to know it 
all on the first date... or the second. On the other hand, maybe you should try 
disclosing a bit more about yourself instead of trying to figure out everyone else 
and their motivations. Sometimes dating and learning more about your 
compatibility just means having fun and getting to know each other. If your 
romantic life tends to get dramatic quickly, try to give a little more, Scorpio, and 
expect a little less, and see what happens from there. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Scorpio 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

Despite what people assume because of your air of mystery and downright 
unapproachability, Scorpio, you are, in fact, someone who craves a deep love, a 
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searing and emotionally intense, “I will die for you” type of soulmate-love. You 
don’t give that away in the slightest, do you Scorpio? No – you control it, until you 
are sure you can trust them, and only then do you dive deeply in. Love means 
forever for you, and although you can play the dating game as well as anyone, 
you’d prefer to have one person hold your heart forever. Be ever so careful of that 
powerful desire to control your lover’s every movement, and to possess every bone 
in their body. It can make some feel trapped, and sabotage something beautiful. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work 

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Your natural desire for secrecy and jealous nature doesn’t make you a natural 
candidate for long-distance love, Scorpio. Your partner may feel worn down by 
your constant accusations of infidelity or become distrustful of you due to your 
lack of sharing information. Don’t despair – your inborn intensity and passion will 
provide the fire and momentum needed to make a long-distance love go all the 
way. Under the wall of dusky defenses, your true desire is an honest, open 
relationship. You also have a strong aspiration and ability to prosper, which will 
serve you well in this type of relationship. 

Why Scorpio Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 
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Extremely romantic Scorpio, you seek passionate love that will transform your soul. 
Creative and complicated, deep and sometimes dark, loving a Scorpio is not for 
the faint-hearted. You value integrity and loyalty and are most compatible with a 
lover who values the same and accepts your intense, fixed personality, while also 
being open to a dash of drama. As one of the most erotic signs of the zodiac, you 
crave intimate sex; you want to merge completely with your beloved – on all levels. 
Swinging between the pleasure and pain of a dramatic love affair fuels your fire in 
a relationship. A trait of Scorpio is to be possessive and jealous, so you appreciate 
a partner who can handle the drama. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According to 
Scorpio? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Scorpio, you’re an astrological water sign that finds intimacy pretty easy, so when 
you trust your lover completely, you’re able to open your heart deep-down and 
reveal all. When you’re part of a secure bond, the passion will be steaming hot. 
You’ll still have the emotional ups and downs that go hand-in-hand with your 
intense personality, but you’ll quickly recover if your partner understands how to 
ride out the storm. You show your love by doing things for your partner, especially 
grand romantic gestures. You expect your sweetheart to be one hundred percent 
invested in your relationship – because, Scorpio, you’re either all in, or all out. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Scorpio 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
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your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

As a Scorpio Sun, you are intriguing, mysterious, and strong-willed. While you 
struggle with feelings of jealousy and paranoia, the depth of your passion fosters 
romantic experiences that lead to profound intimacy. Because of the powerful 
emotions, you feel in love, you tend to be a bit reserved. For your zodiac sign, 
finding compatibility in your love life means doing activities that channel your 
intensity. Some examples of dates could be signing up for a boxing class, going to 
a museum with exhibits that explore topics in-depth or attending old horror film 
screenings in your local graveyard. For you, experiences that are a little unnerving 
are worth investigating. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Scorpio 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
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spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

BDSM? Check. Nightclub bathroom sex? Yes, please. Been there, done that. There’s 
pretty much nowhere you’re not willing to go, and the only limit you’ll put on your 
sexual pleasure is adultery. That’s not a turn on, but everything else is fair game, 
Back doors, front doors, side doors – all doors are open on your well-oiled, luscious 
body, and your ideal lover needs to get over their fear of, well, anything they’re 
afraid of, and bring their sexual A-game to the party. It’s going to be scary for 
them. It’s going to be a little cray-cray – okay, a lot. It’s going to push boundaries 
that have never been pushed before (yes, you’re really putting it there) and they’ll 
have to get really (really) comfortable with giant toys they don’t even know the 
name of. Visits to the local adult store are your average Saturday afternoon, and 
Sundays are a day to indulge in your favorite naughty sites together. Bae is going 
to get an education that they’ve never dreamed of.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Scorpio?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Scorpio, you insist on absolute honesty in your relationship but often are not 
prepared to give it back. You regularly hide your own true feelings; however, if 
there’s not equal give and take, then it’s time to call it quits. If you find yourself 
getting very emotional and exploding about the small things too often, it’s a good 
sign your relationship is not a healthy one. Luckily, your passionate nature won’t let 
you rest and remain with a lover who doesn’t make you happy. If the trust has 
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been broken, there’s not much you can do to salvage it – you’re not one to forgive 
and forget. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Scorpio 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

Kill them and hide the body, Scorpio. Leave a dead horse's head their bed. Destroy 
their credit rating so they can never get a loan, buy a house, or travel ever again. If 
these options fail, here are three tips to help you get over your horrible, heartless, 
useless ex: 

1. Seek revenge. Whatever that means to you, whether it’s big or small, make 
sure they are hurting as much as you. 
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2. Cut them off. Let them know that they’ll never have your loyalty ever again, 
that they’ll never get access to your sexy AF bod no matter how much they 
beg. They are dead to you. 

3. Get sexy with someone else. The physical connection may be just the thing 
you need to make you feel desirable, powerful, and back in control. 

Dating Advice for Sagittarius 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Listen Sagittarius, you have a lot to share. You're wise, adventurous, and likely, a 
talented and engrossing storyteller. There's no denying any of this, and you needn't 
have to, to improve your dating life and relationships and make your crushes feel a 
bit more seen and heard. Perhaps show more emotion and try to step back and 
listen the next time you are out on a romantic escapade. Engage your crush where 
they're at and start the philosophical conversation from the topic at hand rather 
than out of thin air. As a Fire sign, you can be an inspiring and uplifting presence, 
but just make sure that you're not taking up too much space. If you can learn from 
your crush and share your wisdom, rather than preach it, you'll be able to connect 
on the deep and profound level that you long for. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Sagittarius 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
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expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

When it comes to compatibility in love, Sagittarius, you prefer a sort of loose 
agreement, a kind of “I’ll see you when I see you, maybe after I come back from 
trekking in Kathmandu” kind of romance. For you, love means utter freedom and a 
partner who can share that trait is the one you will call soulmate. You’re great at 
dating and have plenty of emotion and passion to share – yet romantic 
commitment is not really your strongest trait, is it? As long as you can find 
someone who isn’t too insecure and won’t cling onto you as you pack your bags 
for yet another outback tour, you’ll be just fine in the romance department, Beware 
of your fickle heart, however, Sagittarius. It can end a really good thing. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

The idea of a long-distance love affair may spark your zodiac sign's inherent sense 
of adventure. Plus, you get to travel, which excites your soul. If you’re a Sagittarius 
who’s cautious to commit, you will actually enjoy the space a long-distance 
relationship affords you. You’re optimistic and carefree, which means you won’t 
take the inevitable petty arguments that occur in a long-distance relationship too 
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seriously. It also means you need a sweetheart who is equally open-hearted and 
shares your bold spirit. Sometimes, you can be a little tactless, so watch what you 
say to your beloved. 

Why Sagittarius Fall in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Fun-loving and affectionate, Sagittarius is best suited to an equally gregarious 
compatible mate who is up for a little adventure. Your exuberant nature and great 
lust for life mean you require a partner who revels in the joy of life too. You tend to 
get restless in love, so you do well with a lover who keeps you interested with fresh 
ideas and new experiences. You’re a free spirit who hates feeling trapped by 
another person or situation, so until you find the right one, you may prefer to be 
single. At the same time, Sagittarius, you crave a soulmate to journey with you. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Sagittarius? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Exuberant and adventurous, Sagittarius is one of the most positive personalities of 
the zodiac. The best relationship for you is with a partner who embraces your 
fierce independence and who is also able to sustain the same levels of upbeat 
energy. When your optimistic fire sign outlook is encouraged, your desire to 
connect with your sweetheart intensifies. You like to share your experience of the 
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world with the one you love, and you’re happiest in an exciting, vibrant relationship 
full of new activities. Sagittarius, you show your love by trying to make your partner 
laugh and through actions, rather than words. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Sagittarius 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

Idealistic, philosophical, and outspoken, your Sagittarius personality seeks a 
romance that expands your horizons. At times, your zodiac sign struggles with 
restlessness and this can diminish your interest in romantic pursuits. You’re most 
open to love when it’s paired with the unexpected. You don’t have to go far to find 
adventure: it could be a date at a park you’ve never been to or a concert venue 
you’ve been dying to visit. It could even be the hole-in-the-wall bistro that you and 
your crush discover after a day of roaming the streets of the town. All you need to 
do is follow the arc of Cupid’s arrow for your next adventure.  

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Sagittarius 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
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worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

Your sign of the zodiac is quite well-known for your more-than-crazy, 
spontaneous, and fiery sex drive, Sagittarius. Hook-ups, dates, and committed 
partners alike know that the moment sex gets boring or happens rarely is the 
moment you swipe a permanent left on their ass. Speaking of all body parts are 
fair play – with play being the operative word here. If sex becomes too serious, 
tender (yuk), sweet (puke), or emotional (now you’re running), bae will be counting 
the (few) days left with you, perhaps even hours. Sagittarius-style sex is fun, 
playful, hot, and quick. And frequent. Very frequent. Outdoor sex is a must, sex on a 
plane – best ever – and sex with a few others is totally up your alley. Why should 
you be possessive anyway? It’s just sex, after all. Your sweetie will need to get a 
little used to that, but as soon as they realize how much fun and freedom you’re 
willing to give, is the day they realize they’ve struck sexual gold.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Sagittarius?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
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influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Sagittarius, a good sign that you’re in a toxic relationship is when your usual sunny 
self becomes negative and overly serious. You’re a fundamentally positive person, 
so when faced with a discouraging lover or situation, it completely throws you off 
course. Your Sun sign has a tendency to express your anger inappropriately, which 
can confuse your beloved and impact negatively on your relationship. Until you 
find the right person, your need for freedom may be a stronger force than your 
need to bond with another, which can be painful for your partner. A toxic 
relationship will completely dull your sparkle, Sagittarius. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Sagittarius 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   
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Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

What relationship? Just kidding Sagittarius. No seriously, if you have had a 
breakup, you’re probably relieved. Now you can be free again and have fun. If you 
happen to have a bad day, here are three tips to get over it: 

1. Go traveling. This one is obvious, right? Whether it’s a trip up the coast or a 
pilgrimage to India, make it happen. You’ll forget bae ever existed. 

2. Go partying. Grab that bottle of tequila and share it with your friends at a 
festival, whether you’re 21 or 80. There’s nothing like having fun to help you 
move on. 

3. Be philosophical about it. Maybe it just wasn’t meant to be. Maybe you were 
too honest, maybe you just weren’t spiritually compatible. It’s totally okay. 

Dating Advice for Capricorn 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Earth sign Capricorn is known for being responsible, hardworking, and reliable. 
These are good qualities in a potential spouse, but they don't always lend 
themselves to being the most fun or inspiring date. The important thing to 
remember is to try to loosen up a little, Capricorn, show some emotion, and let go 
of your desire to measure or quantify everything. Sometimes you won't know what 
something is worth until after you do it. Even if you don't end up committing to a 
long-term relationship with a crush, you still might gain a lot from those couple 
dates where you really let yourself go. Catch yourself if you start getting too 
practical too soon and let yourself enjoy the pure and unencumbered energy and 
potential compatibility of a first date. You are more than your resume, and so is 
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your crush. If you can let it be so, you might be surprised by what you or your date 
has to offer. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Capricorn 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

Oh Capricorn. Cool and reserved are you in love, although your tender heart longs 
for someone to make you feel really good about yourself and your amazing 
achievements. Letting down that reserve will allow for a little more fun, playfulness 
and romance in your life – you don’t have to be serious all the time, you know. 
Compatibility for you means shared good taste, as well as a partner who is as 
much of a hard worker as you are. Status is sexy, and you’ll need to find a partner 
who shares your ambitions. Commitment is the name of the game here, so as 
much as you may pretend to be “casual”, Capricorn, you’re really just searching for 
something more solid. 
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How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Supportive and serious, you will always be there for your partner, Capricorn, even if 
he or she is miles away. Since planning and preparing are important to you, you 
need to have clear parameters for the relationship in order to feel secure; you 
need to know what the end goal is. Your zodiac sign’s ambitious nature will work in 
your favor in a long-distance love as you’ll do everything you can to make it work; 
however, your sometimes over-practical nature may put a damper on the 
romance aspect. You need a love match who understands that actions speak 
louder than words. 

Why Capricorn Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Your realistic, practical nature means you like to follow the rules in love, dating, and 
compatibility. Once you fall in love, you are totally focused on your partner and 
quick to commit. Capricorns are not afraid of conflict in a love relationship and are 
ready to put in the work if needed. A good date for a Capricorn is a classy date, 
complete with charm, good wine, and a well-dressed partner. Capricorns relish the 
build-up to intimacy, flirty messages and languorous love sessions appeal. Your 
ideal mate will occasionally take charge, giving you a break from playing leader 
while simultaneously allowing you to feel cared for. 
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What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According to 
Capricorn? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Capricorn, you pride yourself on your self-control and commitment, especially 
when it comes to things that are dear to your heart. If you truly love your partner, 
your earth sign is beyond dedicated and will do whatever it takes to make your 
relationship succeed. Your sometimes overly serious nature is most content in a 
love compatibility match with a partner who lightens you up. Capricorn is so self-
sufficient and independent, so you’ll only completely open up when you’re sure of 
your lover’s commitment. You know you’re in love when you start sharing your 
thoughts and feelings with your beloved. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Capricorn 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

You’re disciplined, responsible, and tenacious in love. While not always the most 
enthusiastic zodiac sign, your ability to be realistic makes you a dependable mate. 
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You flirt with purpose, securing the devotion of a partner who helps you make your 
dreams come true. You prefer to love through acts of service, whether that means 
reminding your partner to take their vitamins or making sure your honeymoon 
flight and hotel bookings are fool proof. Dates that involve mutual self-
improvement such as exercising, attending a money-management course, or 
planning a romantic evening out on the town are bound to excite and delight your 
Capricorn sensibilities.  

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Capricorn 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

Like all earth signs, you have a sensual and juicy libido just waiting to be unlocked 
by the right partner. And, like all earth zodiac signs, you keep it between you and 
your lover, not between you and the rest of the world, unless you’re feeling 
particularly insecure or going through a phase. Weirdly, sex within marriage totally 
turns you on, and there’s nothing quite as kinky as calling out your honey’s title 
during a particularly sexy session. The best sex, with you, takes time and trust, and 
you may take a while to open up and let the walls down – sex without vulnerability 
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can be common for your sign until you really are sure that this person is your 
sweetie for life. Then, you’re pretty much like the proverbial horny goat symbolized 
by your sign. Also – power games. The ones where you get to be in control. Those 
encounters in the boardroom for a “disciplinary hearing” – ooh baby! That, 
Capricorn, is an aphrodisiac that you may find yourself coming back to, again and 
again.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Capricorn?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Capricorn, your high expectations, morals, and sense of responsibility towards 
others means you simply don’t tolerate laziness in a person or a relationship. You 
are quite repulsed by apathy of all kinds. You also don’t welcome a partner who’s 
impulsive or reckless, especially with your heart. If you find yourself becoming cold 
and uncommunicative towards your lover, then you should know that deep down 
you are not in a healthy relationship, nor are you happy. This dissatisfaction will 
bring out your overly controlling side and, Capricorn, being the fixer that you are, 
you will start trying too hard to make things right. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Capricorn 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 
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It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

For you, this is more like a divorce, since you were so completely committed, 
Capricorn. Your zodiac sign is well known for how steadfast and loyal you are, so 
this may shake you at your foundations. Here are three ways to move on and find 
new love: 

1. Work. Just work. Spend 99% of your time at the office or maybe even start a 
new business. You’ll be so distracted that bae will drift away to the back of 
your mind as you focus on business. 

2. Detach. No one does it as well as you do, so simply untether yourself 
emotionally and nurse the hurt alone, working through it all in your own time. 

3. Learn. Your astrology sign is wise, Capricorn, so learn from this, and don’t let 
it stop you from being vulnerable again. 
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Dating Advice for Capricorn 

Dating Advice for Capricorn 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

Earth sign Capricorn is known for being responsible, hardworking, and reliable. 
These are good qualities in a potential spouse, but they don't always lend 
themselves to being the most fun or inspiring date. The important thing to 
remember is to try to loosen up a little, Capricorn, show some emotion, and let go 
of your desire to measure or quantify everything. Sometimes you won't know what 
something is worth until after you do it. Even if you don't end up committing to a 
long-term relationship with a crush, you still might gain a lot from those couple 
dates where you really let yourself go. Catch yourself if you start getting too 
practical too soon and let yourself enjoy the pure and unencumbered energy and 
potential compatibility of a first date. You are more than your resume, and so is 
your crush. If you can let it be so, you might be surprised by what you or your date 
has to offer. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Capricorn 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 
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Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

Oh Capricorn. Cool and reserved are you in love, although your tender heart longs 
for someone to make you feel really good about yourself and your amazing 
achievements. Letting down that reserve will allow for a little more fun, playfulness 
and romance in your life – you don’t have to be serious all the time, you know. 
Compatibility for you means shared good taste, as well as a partner who is as 
much of a hard worker as you are. Status is sexy, and you’ll need to find a partner 
who shares your ambitions. Commitment is the name of the game here, so as 
much as you may pretend to be “casual”, Capricorn, you’re really just searching for 
something more solid. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Supportive and serious, you will always be there for your partner, Capricorn, even if 
he or she is miles away. Since planning and preparing are important to you, you 
need to have clear parameters for the relationship in order to feel secure; you 
need to know what the end goal is. Your zodiac sign’s ambitious nature will work in 
your favor in a long-distance love as you’ll do everything you can to make it work; 
however, your sometimes over-practical nature may put a damper on the 
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romance aspect. You need a love match who understands that actions speak 
louder than words. 

Why Capricorn Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Your realistic, practical nature means you like to follow the rules in love, dating, and 
compatibility. Once you fall in love, you are totally focused on your partner and 
quick to commit. Capricorns are not afraid of conflict in a love relationship and are 
ready to put in the work if needed. A good date for a Capricorn is a classy date, 
complete with charm, good wine, and a well-dressed partner. Capricorns relish the 
build-up to intimacy, flirty messages and languorous love sessions appeal. Your 
ideal mate will occasionally take charge, giving you a break from playing leader 
while simultaneously allowing you to feel cared for. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Capricorn? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

Capricorn, you pride yourself on your self-control and commitment, especially 
when it comes to things that are dear to your heart. If you truly love your partner, 
your earth sign is beyond dedicated and will do whatever it takes to make your 
relationship succeed. Your sometimes overly serious nature is most content in a 
love compatibility match with a partner who lightens you up. Capricorn is so self-
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sufficient and independent, so you’ll only completely open up when you’re sure of 
your lover’s commitment. You know you’re in love when you start sharing your 
thoughts and feelings with your beloved. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Capricorn 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

You’re disciplined, responsible, and tenacious in love. While not always the most 
enthusiastic zodiac sign, your ability to be realistic makes you a dependable mate. 
You flirt with purpose, securing the devotion of a partner who helps you make your 
dreams come true. You prefer to love through acts of service, whether that means 
reminding your partner to take their vitamins or making sure your honeymoon 
flight and hotel bookings are fool proof. Dates that involve mutual self-
improvement such as exercising, attending a money-management course, or 
planning a romantic evening out on the town are bound to excite and delight your 
Capricorn sensibilities.  

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Capricorn 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
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worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

Like all earth signs, you have a sensual and juicy libido just waiting to be unlocked 
by the right partner. And, like all earth zodiac signs, you keep it between you and 
your lover, not between you and the rest of the world, unless you’re feeling 
particularly insecure or going through a phase. Weirdly, sex within marriage totally 
turns you on, and there’s nothing quite as kinky as calling out your honey’s title 
during a particularly sexy session. The best sex, with you, takes time and trust, and 
you may take a while to open up and let the walls down – sex without vulnerability 
can be common for your sign until you really are sure that this person is your 
sweetie for life. Then, you’re pretty much like the proverbial horny goat symbolized 
by your sign. Also – power games. The ones where you get to be in control. Those 
encounters in the boardroom for a “disciplinary hearing” – ooh baby! That, 
Capricorn, is an aphrodisiac that you may find yourself coming back to, again and 
again.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Capricorn?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
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easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Capricorn, your high expectations, morals, and sense of responsibility towards 
others means you simply don’t tolerate laziness in a person or a relationship. You 
are quite repulsed by apathy of all kinds. You also don’t welcome a partner who’s 
impulsive or reckless, especially with your heart. If you find yourself becoming cold 
and uncommunicative towards your lover, then you should know that deep down 
you are not in a healthy relationship, nor are you happy. This dissatisfaction will 
bring out your overly controlling side and, Capricorn, being the fixer that you are, 
you will start trying too hard to make things right. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Capricorn 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   
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Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

For you, this is more like a divorce, since you were so completely committed, 
Capricorn. Your zodiac sign is well known for how steadfast and loyal you are, so 
this may shake you at your foundations. Here are three ways to move on and find 
new love: 

1. Work. Just work. Spend 99% of your time at the office or maybe even start a 
new business. You’ll be so distracted that bae will drift away to the back of 
your mind as you focus on business. 

2. Detach. No one does it as well as you do, so simply untether yourself 
emotionally and nurse the hurt alone, working through it all in your own time. 

3. Learn. Your astrology sign is wise, Capricorn, so learn from this, and don’t let 
it stop you from being vulnerable again. 

Dating Advice for Aquarius 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

How are you feeling about your dating life and relationships in general, Aquarius? 
Are you invested or a little detached? Perhaps it's time you begin to consider the 
value of romance and love in your life, and this means putting a little more care in 
places that may be long neglected. Friends are great, but sometimes you need the 
touch, intimacy, and nourishment of a loved one. If you can admit this to yourself 
(and you are open-minded) you'll start to find the intimacy your heart longs for. 
This will mean stepping outside of your mind and into your body and as an Air sign, 
this may be a little challenging. What does your body want and need? How is your 
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heart? Make yourself emotionally available, Aquarius put yourself out there, and let 
yourself be vulnerable. These three steps are sure to lead your zodiac sign to new 
horizons of love and in turn, a more rewarding romantic life. 

Have the Relationship You Want, Aquarius 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 

Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

It’ll take quite a lot for you Aquarian space cadets to realize that friendship has 
suddenly morphed into love. What was a casual coffee date to talk about aliens 
and astrology has now developed into all these…feelings. Scary, we know, but 
honestly, your biggest love will be your best friend. And contrary to what other 
people think, romantic commitment is one of your strongest traits. As long as your 
lover lets you be free to do your weird thing, you’ll be theirs for life. Just don’t let 
that free-spirited detachment cool the passion in your relationships, as you may 
find yourself unexpectedly on your own.  
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How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Always independent, Aquarius, you are not fazed by the loneliness of long-
distance love. Your zodiac sign enjoys the freedom and will quickly fill up your time 
with friends and activities. You are an excellent communicator and feel intrinsically 
connected to humanity; however, you sometimes struggle with real intimacy in 
one-on-one relationships, and this guardedness could impact negatively on long-
distance love. You are best suited to a lover who has great patience as you need 
time to reveal your innermost thoughts and feelings. Your far-flung sweetheart will 
surely appreciate your altruistic desire to please others before yourself. 

Why Aquarius Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Aquarius, you are an Air sign so can be unemotional and unconventional when it 
comes to falling in love. You desire both intimacy and independence and can 
struggle to find a sweetheart who understands this dichotomy. You are content 
with casual love affairs until you really fall for that special someone and fulfill that 
secret desire you have for a deep emotional connection. Your unpredictable and 
free-spirited demeanor attracts partners who thrive on this uncertain energy. You 
are one of the most sexually uninhibited of the zodiac signs and your ideal mate is 
someone willing to experiment. Your eccentric nature attracts lovers who enjoy 
peeling the layers to get the real core of who you are. 
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What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According to 
Aquarius? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

A loved-up Aquarius will shower their sweetheart with love. You like to go over the 
top to demonstrate your feelings and will spoil your lover rotten. Deeply romantic, 
your creativity knows no bounds when you’re happy in love. You’re a unique soul 
and when in a committed love affair or relationship, you show your love in 
unconventional ways. Aquarius, you won’t be the first to say, “I love you,” but you’ll 
show it in other ways, most significantly, by making space in your life for your 
significant other. You not only shower your lover with gifts and treats but with 
compliments and adoration too. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Aquarius 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

Your dating life is as unconventional and rebellious as you are. As an Aquarius Sun, 
you prefer relationships that satisfy your unique, intellectual, and visionary 
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personality. While a bit erratic and eccentric, your approach to love reflects your 
individualistic approach to life. Some may call you quirky, but you’re more 
concerned with being true to yourself than with following expectations. The perfect 
date changes depending on your whims, but some good ones could involve 
volunteering for a humanitarian cause, watching a documentary about space, or 
taking an impulsive day trip to a nature reserve. Even debating with your crush 
about philosophy and technology is bound to electrify your romantic passion. 

Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Aquarius 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

Bae better be into alien sex. Or sex with your friends and you. Or sex with a robot 
while you watch. Virtual sex, online sex, and text sex – this is what your zodiac sign 
is into. Truth be told, you really just wanted to be friends, and now this whole sex 
thing just seems complicated and kinda messy. Body fluids are really not your 
thing, which is why robots and computers just seem so, well, convenient. But, if your 
lover can deftly engage your brilliant mind and make you think sexy things, your 
body will follow and what may happen is some of the most interesting and 
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experimental sex they’re ever had. It won’t be tender and emotional, but it will be a 
lot of fun and you’ll still be able to be their best friend afterward. Wait, so you 
weren’t dating? Do they know that? This may be a good time to let them know that 
swinging was invented by an Aquarius and that an open relationship is the way 
that the world is going. Progress, baby.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Aquarius?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

The first sign of an Aquarius who is miserable in love is avoidance. If you’re 
displeased in your romantic relationship, you will slowly start to have less and less 
time for your beloved. It’s your way of phasing the person out. You naturally prefer 
to be free of obligations and restrictions on your life, but in a toxic relationship, this 
becomes heightened. In fact, your greatest cause of unhappiness, Aquarius, is 
being controlled. You clash with rigid, overly practical personalities, and you will 
find yourself becoming introverted and withdrawn if you’re in a toxic match. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Aquarius 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 
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It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 

The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

Even though most people think you’re all free-spirited and can totally move on 
and are so completely detached, on some level you’re salty, Aquarius – why? 
Because you were best friends. And best friends don’t just break up. Here are three 
ways to make sense of this: 

1. Convert them from your bae to your actual bestie. Don’t let go of the 
relationship if it could have value as a friendship. Perhaps the romance is 
over, but maybe the friendship has just begun. 

2. Communicate. Talk about why this happened, so you can put it to rest and 
move on. 

3. Hang out with mates. Your friends have got you, Aquarius. Spend time being 
part of your group, especially if you haven’t seen them in a while. It’s a balm 
for your soul. 
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Dating Advice for Pisces 

Romance and dating can be difficult no matter when you were born or what sign 
of the zodiac you are. It's a good thing you can consult the zodiac and consider 
your astrological quirks and romantic tendencies, can improve your dating game 
tenfold and lead to the relationship you truly desire. Whether you're looking for a 
soulmate or a hot make-out session, use this guide to realize your romantic 
potential and start getting what you want in your love life. 

It's time you start protecting your heart, sweet Pisces. You are easily injured, taken 
advantage of, and used when it comes to dating and even other people and it 
could be taking a toll on other aspects of your life. It's important for someone who 
feels as deeply as you do and who oftentimes tends to wear rose-colored glasses 
to protect yourself when it comes to your relationships. Do a little reading about 
boundaries and self-care and start approaching romance and intimacy with a bit 
more intention. Being in perpetual heartbreak is exhausting for your zodiac sign, 
and not everyone deserves all your love, care, and attention. Choose wisely when it 
comes to crushes, and don't let yourself be charmed by every smooth talker that 
walks into the bar. Those who are worthy of your love will respect the boundaries 
you set, and if you can let them be known early on, you'll be able to weed out the 
emotional vampires from the deep feelers and in turn, reclaim your heart and your 
love life to experience the relationship you truly deserve.   

Have the Relationship You Want, Pisces 

When it comes to love and romance, we have to know how to play the game just 
right, and that means we need to know what we are looking for in a romantic 
relationship, rather than settling for someone or something we really don’t want. 
How much grief could be avoided if we simply tapped into our real needs and 
desires, and stopped trying to mold or change ourselves to fit someone else’s 
expectations? And how much happier would our prospective and current partners 
be, if they knew exactly what to expect from us, and what makes us happy? 
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Sometimes we don’t even really know what we want, until we know a little more 
about ourselves, and our Astrology Sign can give us a great deal of really useful 
information when it comes to relationships. Are we more about the chase, or 
looking for security? Do we run from commitment or lean into it comfortably? Is a 
mental connection more important or an emotional one? These and many more 
questions and relationship advice can be answered by simply reading on to find 
out how to get the relationship that we really, really want according to our zodiac 
personality -   

Pisces, you are a contradiction. On one hand, you yearn to merge wholeheartedly 
with your soulmate (they’re all soulmates in the end, as you know), and on the 
other, if there’s no escape, you’ll feel suffocated and avoid the whole confusing 
situation. Should I stay or should I go? That is sometimes your song, Pisces, so be 
ever so careful of sabotaging your relationships with indecision and an avoidance 
to confrontation. Other than that, you are the perfect lover. Empathetic, sweet and 
ever supportive, you will sacrifice your life for your love and for you, passion is par 
for the course. Compatibility means a partner who will take care of you and flow 
with your feelings, no matter how much they change. 

How to Make a Long-Distance Relationship Work  

If you’ve ever experienced a long-distance relationship, you’ll know that it can 
either make or break you as a couple. Certain signs are more capable of loving 
and communicating from a distance than others. Here are some tips from the 
zodiac on how to keep your long-distance lover engaged and happy. 

Pisces love to fantasize about anything and everything, especially love, so much of 
your time in a long-distance relationship will be spent in loving dreamland. The 
time apart will give you the opportunity to release your romantic creativity in other 
ways. Pisces, your idealism makes you a perfect long-distance partner; however, 
when problems arise, you may try to avoid resolving them. Your remote 
sweetheart will have to be willing to gently coax you into communication. You will 
need to speak up if you want to have a lasting relationship. Ultimately, that caring 
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and compassionate heart will shine through most problems that arise in your 
long-distance love match. 

Why Pisces Falls in Love 

It’s human nature to relish in that tingling, heart-warming feeling of falling in love; 
but, did you know that your zodiac sign can greatly influence compatibility and 
who you fall in love with and what qualities you are most attracted to? Astrology 
can help you in your quest to find the perfect partner and to have a deeper 
understanding of why you fall in love. 

Sweet and sensual Pisces you reveal your feelings through acts of love. With your 
ethereal, intuitive nature you are attracted to partners who ground you – often 
earth signs are your best compatible match. You sometimes struggle to articulate 
your feelings, so your ultimate sweetheart will be someone who intuitively 
understands you and who you connect with spiritually. You fluctuate between 
fantasy and reality and require a partner who’s both safe yet allows you that 
freedom you so crave. Your innate compassion, Pisces, causes you to often fall for 
dark souls you desperately want to help. Your ideal lover won’t take advantage of 
this vulnerability. 

What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like According  
to Pisces? 

We all have different ways of showing our love. Some prefer to shower their lovers 
with affection and gifts, and others express their love through acts of service and 
whispering sweet nothings. Whatever your style, Astrology can help. Find out how 
your zodiac sign affects your love, compatibility, and romantic behavior. 

As one of the most starry-eyed members of the zodiac, Pisces, you tend to show 
your love through loving gestures. Nothing makes you happier than a strong 
emotional connection with your lover. Your emotionally sensitive and intuitive 
nature means when you’re in love you release the full might of your selfless 
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compassion on your mate. You’ll perform endless acts of service for your lover, 
helping with anything they require. If your partner is happy, then you, Pisces, are 
fulfilled. When you’re well-matched, you’ll ask your lover for guidance on all things 
and rely on them for emotional support. 

Spice Up Your Love Life: Tips for Pisces 

Whether you’re at the beginning stages of a romance or in a committed 
relationship, dating can be fraught with awkward and frustrating experiences. 
Passion is a fickle flame, one that requires attention and devotion for its survival. 
Astrology can assist in navigating these difficult moments. By learning more about 
your Sun sign, you gain insight into what makes you tick, what excites and thrills 
you, and what emboldens your flirtations. Knowing your partner’s zodiac sign, 
whether it’s a crush or your soulmate, gives you an advantage in understanding 
how they express love and how they want to receive it. Knowing what you both 
want is the key to compatibility. The zodiac is the ultimate matchmaker, as it 
harmonizes the traits and personalities of 12 unique energies. Find ways to spice up 
your love life that are specific to you through this advice. 

Artistic, imaginative, and charitable, your Pisces traits make you a dreamy and 
mystical lover. You experience romance through a poetic and creative lens. It’s 
easy for you to see the best in people, as your idealistic approach to love makes 
you a charming and irresistible individual.   While you can be a little timid when 
getting to know a new love interest, your most compatible partners will feel 
intrigued and inspired by you. For you, spicing up your romantic relationship 
means finding experiences that activate your whimsical worldview. Whether it 
means visiting an aquarium and getting lost in the sea depths or gazing at a night 
sky in search of constellations, you crave experiences that make love feel like a 
fairytale. 
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Surprising Zodiac Sex Secrets for Pisces 

Oooh la la, now here’s a juicy subject we all love! Delicious, scrumptious, sensual, 
sexy sex! And if your bedroom bonking is none of these things, then you may need 
to re-think your sexual strategy! Sex should not be boring, tiring, painful or yawn 
worthy. If it is, perhaps it’s time to turn to astrology to help you make it juicer and 
sweeter….  

The stars can be darn useful in helping us navigate our nature, personality traits, 
likes, dislikes, and even how we like to be kissed. And, astrology can inform us 
about what kinda sex we go for, whether it’s down and dirty, rough and tumble, or 
soft and sweet. After all, knowledge is power, and all of us could do with a little 
extra sexual prowess. And wouldn’t it be nice to be able to confidently tell your 
lovers exactly where to go and what to do rather than lying around wondering 
what the Queen had for lunch while bae is frantically trying to locate your sweet 
spot? Thought so. Without further ado, let us proceed to explore the nuances and 
intricacies of our sexual style and preferences according to your zodiac sign. 

You know those memes that tell you where the sign likes to do it? Those memes 
that are utter rubbish? Well, they got this one right with your zodiac sign. You really 
do like it in the water, Pisces, under the light of a Full Moon, whilst on mushrooms, 
weed, and LSD as you merge souls with your one and only true love. This is the true 
art of Tantra, and sex in this way becomes something quite mystical and 
potentially somewhat messy as you come down and realize that this was not your 
one true love, but a really good-looking, dreadlocked hippy just passing through. 
No matter, you’ll soon find someone else to sexually transport yourself to the divine 
with, someone who knows that sex is the gateway to the spiritual. It’s gotta be 
sweet. It’s gotta be addictive. It’s gotta be loving.  

How do you Know Your Relationship is Over, Pisces?  

Do you find yourself wondering why your relationship seems to be such hard work 
or why perhaps the long-term romance is lost? Maybe you can't even remember 
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the first romantic gestures or emotions of the early times with your lover? 
Sometimes, you can be so immersed in the intricacies of your love that you can 
easily miss the signs of a toxic bond. Similarly, your zodiac sign can greatly 
influence your behavior and tolerance in a love relationship. Astrology can help 
explain the emotionally charged feelings within a relationship and our love life in 
general.  

Pisces, you’re the astrological sign of the zodiac who wears the rose-colored 
glasses and has the most instinctive tendency to give out far more than you 
receive. In an unequal love match, a lover will take advantage of this and 
completely drain you. You’re also an unhealthy communicator, which means 
rather than address the issues you have with your sweetheart, you’ll avoid conflict 
at all costs – even though when your feelings are not considered, it hurts your 
heart most profoundly. When you’ve completely checked out from your partner 
and disengaged from all romance, emotion, and intimacy, you’ll have a sudden 
desire to be free, and that’s a sure sign it’s over. 

How to Get Over a Relationship, Pisces 

Breakups are the worst, whether it’s your first or your 20th. Even though you think 
you’ve got the whole thing figured out after your 20th time, post-breakup there’s 
always something new that arises, whether it’s anger, regret, or longing – 
sometimes all three, altogether. 

It’s hella hard to move on, even if you’ve eaten gallons of Ben & Jerry’s and binged 
on Netflix until it comes out of your ears. Perhaps eating ice cream and watching a 
series is not the best solace for you to get over someone. Perhaps you need 
something else, but don’t know anything else but this “formula”. Some people 
bounce back after a new hairdo, some don’t. Some quickly get under someone 
else or jump headfirst into a new long-term relationship. Others are into ghosting 
or the flip side of that is online stalking whilst the rest of us have to first grieve and 
mourn. Who’s to say what works? 
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The zodiac, that’s who. Knowing our astrology sign gives us a serious edge when it 
comes to one of the most stressful life events we can go through, a bad breakup, 
or not. If we have a list, specifically made for us, we can religiously turn to it, 
whether we’ve been blindsided or decided we’ve had enough.   

Read on to explore three tips to bounce back and get ready to open your heart for 
love and affection again according to your zodiac sign. 

Honestly, this is terrible for you, Pisces, and some days it may seem as if you will 
never stop crying. But, you will – your zodiac sign has the ability to move on much 
faster from this hard time than you think. Here are three ways to help you get there: 

1. Escape from it. However, make them healthy escapes, Pisces. Nature is a 
good one to disconnect from the hurt and reconnect to something bigger 
than you. Go dancing. Swim in the ocean. Watch a fantasy series. Read a 
good book. The list is endless. 

2. Do Yoga.  You’re spiritual AF and maybe you haven’t realized it yet. Get on 
your mat already! 

3. Listen to music. Melt away into the tunes and allow your emotions to be 
expressed in all the sad love songs you can imagine. Soon, you’ll be 
dreaming of your new bae. 

 
 


